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Abstract:
Communal is one of the common words. A billion of peoples share or have certain attitudes
and interests in common. By sharing and receiving the information such as text, image, audio,
video etc., this kind of information, it improves the global knowledge, easily distinct the good
and bad things. Now days, Social media is a good platform to share the content collectively
with collaboration. Digital technologies are spread all over the global rapidly. It is an efficient
way to improve the knowledge via Communal. People do not show the attention to join the
community because of addiction, hacks the personal data and get misused. So that people have
lack of awareness to join and use the communities. To overcome the above reasons and also
all the peoples have to access and gain the information without any dilemmas. The proposed
system provides the platform to link the peoples via Communal much more and gather the
information all over the world with secure authentication. Anywhere in the world, every
person can share and learn their thoughts with everyone. It consist of two phase to implement
the proposed system. The first phase is to identify the neighbourhood and link the data. Here
use Interest based FGM algorithm to predict the neighbour and link within the environment.
So that each person will know all the information. Second phase, decision process to detect the
person who are all link with particular communities across globally with the help of decision
tree. People from anywhere to access all the data with anyone. It is easy way to equip people in
all kind of innovative ideas as soon as possible.
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1. Introduction
A social network contains a huge number of individuals and they can communicate each other. It
expands the social contacts of everyone by creating a connection. Hence social media provides a
platform to share the information via networks. In a business organization, a group of people are
working together but they are not interconnected, in this case the community is the major
problem in this application. To overcome the above problem by analysing the social networks
based on two ways such as node similarity and topology. In node similarity based approach, the
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node is represented as a person or an individual, in which the similarity of the attributes such as
features and class label in every node are examined by comparing with every other node in the
network. The features of every node can be derived from social network that contains a textual
information, mutual interest and domain knowledge. In topology based approach the structure of
the network such as the connection or path of every node in a network are estimated by using
various graphs. The information that is extracted above two ways are classified based on binary
classification. This classification task is performed by constructing a separator in the observed
details. In this classification, the persons are already in connection or having an ability to make a
connection to other person are represented by a potential link and it is denoted as either positive
or negative. These data are divided by using hyperplane, which is a separator that classifies the
distinct objects. These various datasets are collected in social networks. Hence, by using these
observable data, the connection between the people is identified. The new approach is used to
mining the communities by analysing and understanding the networks. The interest based model
is helpful for predicting the target community.
The Interest-based FGM algorithm is an effective method for link prediction in a large social
network. The proposed work involves is finding a missing or hidden relationship between a node
pair in the current network from collaboration graph and to create a new connection among
individuals. The prediction of new link is based on the investigation of past work of individual
and partially known relationship in social networks. After that, the list of persons that are related
to that particular person are forecasted which helps to identifying many new people in the
network. The social network is a dynamic structure that can add a new node and establish a
connection within the network at any time. In future some of the person may delete an account in
this case the connection is made to that respective node is also removed. Furthermore, depending
upon the link between the persons in a network a group or community is designed. Every person
in a group is having a similarity of certain functionality. It provides a benefit of business
organization to predict the possibility of a feature link between individuals, but there is no link at
present.
2. Existing System
The prediction of existing interaction and which type of relationship between the nodes are
identified. Moreover, the people who are all linking to a particular person may vary over time.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the supervised machine learning algorithm that is
mainly used for classification task by analyzing the data in a social networks. By taking this
observable data, they are converted into numeric or binary format which helps to generalize the
information.
The SVM is based on decision planes that provide a boundary of an object. This decision plane is
used to generalize the group of objects depending on certain attribute functionality. Kernel is one
of the mathematical function that helps to re-arrange the classified data into a respective group.
The data from the high dimensional space can be separated by using hyperplanes that may vary
in linear or curved structure. The group or community is created based upon the structure of the
hyperplane.
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Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a subset of machine learning algorithm that depends on
structure and function of the networks. It is used for classification, clustering and prediction
process. Classification is the process of separation of the data object, clustering is an action of
grouping the similar attributes based on functionality and structure of the network. Prediction is
the process of guessing the possibility of future action.
3. Problem Identification
Link prediction is an important application in social network. Because, the network can be
changed dynamically over time by adding new user. In this case, finding of missing or hidden
link between the nodes is a big challenge. The mining and analyzing of online social network is a
critical task. Since, it contains a huge amount of data in various forms. Hence it is hard to
forecast the latent relationship in a large network. There are number of individual in a network
and each of them having different interest. Moreover, based on the interest prediction of link
between a node pair is difficult.
4. Proposed System
Link prediction involves finding of common attributes such as same neighbor, same features and
similar community. The prediction of link between the nodes depends on the observed link and
attributes similarity. If the attributes of a particular node is hidden then based on the network
structure node will be connected. Every node provides a suggestion to the other node on the basis
of node similarity and common features. There are many methods involved in link prediction
here Interest based Factor Graph Model is proposed to predict the association between every
nodes.
5. Factor Graph Model
The Interest based Factor Graph Model represents the node as two types such as variables and
factors. In variables, classify the nodes as already known nodes and future predicted nodes.
Factors represent relationship between the nodes in a graph. Every node is connected to many
other nodes in a network. The links between these nodes are expressed by using factor function.
In a network, every link connected to a node having weight, the way of relation can be decided
with the help of shortest path. In future a new node may be added or deleted in a network. Hence
the link in the graph may vary due to the modification of the number of nodes. Mapping of new
node to the existing node based on node similarity and network structure. The construction of
group or community in a network is similar to a graph like structure and it may also form a cycle.
Every individual may usually belongs to different community at the same time it provides an
overlapping network structure.
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In the above diagram the node B and D having a common attributes of A and C. Hence, in future
there is a possibility of link between the node B and D. E is a new node that may be added in
further, the relation can be provided based on the feature of the respective node.
6. Decision Tree
Decision tree is an analytical modeling approach which is mainly used for intrusion detection in
a network based on classifier and to make a decision in a tree like graph. The main goal is to
accurately predict the target node which matches the other node in the network. Hence, it
provides classification tree and regression tree for prediction process depends on some similarity.
Decision tree provides a hierarchy for dividing the node. Every leaf node in a tree structure
represents label of the target node, it cannot be further partitioned and every non-leaf node
represents a feature and attributes of a node, it can be further partitioned for future prediction.
Every single node in a tree represents the attributes of the root node. Decision table is used to
evaluate the features of every node in a network. A new node can be classified by matching a
path from root to leaf node in the tree. The final outcome of classification tree is helpful for
making decision. The main approach is closely monitoring the relationship among the nodes
found in the social network then partitioned helps for classification of distinct person in a same
community.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, examine the link prediction problem in social networks. There are many algorithms
are used to solve this problem here using interest based Factor Graph Model. This method is
proposed based on the network structure and node similarity. In the first phase, neighborhood of
every one can be identified then provides a link between the nodes. Every individual in a
network having an attribute value that is compared with every other node in the network. The
nodes having a similar attributes and functions are composed. The structure of the network is
analyzed by using various graphs. A group or community is created which contains nodes that
have a common attribute values. It is helpful for many of the business organization to share their
information and knowledge via social networks. It provides an data to everyone who involved in
the network. So that every person can gain the knowledge about everything. In the second phase,
predict the person based on certain similarity. It helps to make a decision who all are link ed to a
particular community. The result shows that the Interest based FGM provides better performance
when compared to other algorithms.
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